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theory and international economics, though not essential, will be helpful. The main readership of this book will probably
be advanced undergraduate or graduate students of international finance who wish to have a more detailed treatment of
the economics of the Euro-market than is gene rally available in other texts.

It locates the nascent market at the intersection of multi-faceted features of global finance during and after the
Bretton Woods system. Also, it has many origins and transnational features from its beginnings. This session
invites not only latest research of but also the politics and global history of the Euromarket to foster dialogue
and shed light on broader questions regarding the globalisation of finance in the late 20th century. The
internationalisation of the dollar started already in the interwar period see Flandreau, Eichengreen but its
hegemony became complete only under the Bretton Wood system. I show that its hegemony as a reserve
currency was much faster than the literature states. Using national foreign exchange reserves in dollars, I
measure the internationalisation of the US currency during the Bretton Woods era. Contrary to earlier
arguments of the literature, I show that the core countries of the Bretton Wood system invested massively in
dollar as soon as the late forties and were running a dollar portfolio for more The last political movements
brought again the question of the sustainability of the dollar as leading international currency. Contrary to
earlier arguments of the literature, I show that the core countries of the Bretton Wood system invested
massively in dollar as soon as the late forties and were running a dollar portfolio for more than ten years when
European currencies became convertible again. This allows to identify the major trends in the foreign
exchange market. On the other hand, divergences in dollar investment prove that the United States presence in
the European continent influenced strongly the choices of the economic actors. Central banks being key
players of the international financial markets, understanding their early demand for dollar allows to shed a new
light on the issue of the dollar shortage and on the dollarization of the European continent which is a key
feature of this wave of financial globalisation. The Italian origins of the Eurodollar market Ioan Achim
Balaban The Eurodollar market represents the catalyst of the revival of international finance under Bretton
Woods. Based on the archival evidence, this paper examines another facet of the Eurodollar market: As I
argue, Italian were among the earliest European banks to bid Eurodollar deposits. This, however, is tentative
since statistical evidence on the size of the Eurodollar market is available only for The Eurodollar market
represents the catalyst of the revival of international finance under Bretton Woods. This, however, is tentative
since statistical evidence on the size of the Eurodollar market is available only for the s. Contested Financial
Means-The City of London and the Euromarket in the s Kim, Seung Woo This paper sheds light on the
politics of the Euromarket, an offshore market for US dollars in different maturities, by analysing the way in
which the City of London contested political implications of the nascent financial product. It is commonly
understood that the Euromarket offered new business opportunities and facilitated the revival of the City.
Beyond the economic benefit, Niall Ferguson considers the Eurobond market as a financial means for the
integration of Europe. This paper sheds light on the politics of the Euromarket, an offshore market for US
dollars in different maturities, by analysing the way in which the City of London contested political
implications of the nascent financial product. Communication then aimed to influence practices in
eurocurrency financing so that inter-banking financial crises neither destabilized international banking nor
domestic economies. By adopting a socio-historical stance, the paper shows that the crises that lingered from
to gave central bankers an unprecedented opportunity to take coordinated action from an international scale.
As a result, the Bank for International Settlements and its expert committees progressively became in the s and
the s a key source of information for the press on the state of international finance and circulated basic best
practices to international bankers that dealt with eurocurrencies and instruments on the Euromarkets. Based on
archival evidence, the paper addresses a key moment of the development of the Euromarkets and of their
regulation by central bankers through non-binding communication in the early s. Edoardo Altamura The
Euromarket is credited as one of the most remarkable innovations in recent financial history. Its history has
been the object of several academic studies with London or New York bankers as the main actors. This paper
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wishes to broaden current perspectives on the Euromarket by including the point of view of a large user from
the Global South: Between the s and the s, Mexico became the largest borrower on the Euromarket. Relying
on recently disclosed primary sources from the Bank of Mexico, the paper will trace the increasing reliance of
Mexico on external borrowing starting from the presidency of Diaz-Ordaz to the debt rescheduling of the s.
The Euromarket is credited as one of the most remarkable innovations in recent financial history. Petrodollar
Recycling- a longer perspective Kazuhiko YGO The Oil Shock during the s brought about a huge flow of
dollars, including "petrodollar recycling," which took place in the Euromarket. The commonly agreed story
over "petrodollar recycling" was that of the role played by international banks in the Euromarket to recycle
this large amount of dollars, contrasted with the negative role of government regulations. However, recent
historical studies on the Oil Shock suggest a new insight into the impact of the "petrodollar recycling":
Inspired by the above views, and depending upon archival studies on the OECD, BIS as well as the United
Nations, this paper attempts to shed new light on existing views on "petrodollar recycling" from a longer
perspective. The paper puts focus on the role of international liquidity and the interaction between the two
sides of petrodollar recycling: The Oil Shock during the s brought about a huge flow of dollars, including
"petrodollar recycling," which took place in the Euromarket.
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There was, however, a huge variation in degrees of success, with Central European states such as the Czech
Republic, Hungary, Slovakia, Slovenia and Poland adapting reasonably quickly, whilst states that used to form
the USSR such as Russia, Belarus and Ukraine struggled to reform their crumbling infrastructures. Many
developed European countries were quick to develop economic ties with fellow European states, where
democracy was reintroduced. After the Revolutions of , states in Central Europe and the Baltic states dealt
with change, former Yugoslavian republics descended into war and Russia, Ukraine and Belarus are still
struggling with their old systems. The GDR had much of its industrial infrastructure removed during the Cold
War, and for many years unified Germany struggled to build infrastructure in the former East Germany up to
the level of former West Germany. War severely hampered economic growth, with only Slovenia making any
real progress in the s. EU membership was seen as something to aspire to, and the EU gave significant support
and aid to those Central and Eastern European states willing to work towards achieving economies that met
the entry criteria. During this time, 12 of the 15 members of the EU became part of the Eurozone , a currency
union launched in , whereby each member uses a shared currency, the euro, which replaced their former
national currencies. Three states chose to remain outside the Eurozone and continue with their own currencies,
namely Denmark, Sweden and the United Kingdom. EU expansion[ edit ] In early , 10 mostly former
communist states joined the EU in its biggest ever expansion , enlarging the union to 25 members, with
another eight making associated trade agreements. The acceding countries are bound to join the Eurozone and
adopt the common currency euro in the future. The process includes the European Exchange Rate Mechanism
, of which some of these countries are already part. Most European economies are in very good shape, and the
continental economy reflects this. Conflict and unrest in some of the former Yugoslavia states and in the
Caucasus states are hampering economic growth in those states, however. Despite this, the three Caucasus
states[ citation needed ] have said in the past they would one day consider applying for EU membership,
particularly Georgia. This is also true of Ukraine since the Orange Revolution. In , Estonia became the first
republic from the former Soviet Union to adopt the euro, followed by Latvia in , and Lithuania in Recently,
Croatia became the 28th member of the European Union, which had entered on the 1st day of July In , the
Global Financial Crisis, triggered by the housing bubble in the United States, caused a significant decline in
the GDP of the majority of the European economies, which was a precedent to a far broader and more
problematic Eurozone debt crisis , which threatened the collapse of economies in the south, particularly
Greece , Italy recently affected by the ongoing political crisis, Portugal and Spain. Having also been hit hard,
Ireland exited the crisis in mid Meanwhile, increased bailouts of the International Monetary Fund and
European Central Bank alleviated somehow the situation in the debt-stricken nations, with Central and East
European economies led by Germany escaping the worst of the s debt crisis. By the mid s, â€”, Ireland was
recovering at a steady pace having graduated from the bail out programme successfully. The Eurozone as a
whole had become more stable, however problems in Greece and slow recovery in Italy and in Iberia Spain
and Portugal continue in keeping growth in the Euro area to a minimum. With positive growth expected across
the Euro area. All though uncertainty still surrounds Greece and debt payments in the Greek state, at present
things appear stable. European businesses have been in decline against worldwide ones since the crisis. Of the
50 most valuable global firms, only seven were European as of , compared to 17 in In addition, former
technologic heavyweights like Nokia , Ericsson and Alcatel have also declined against evolving American
companies in the Silicon Valley. Please update this article to reflect recent events or newly available
information. July European countries with a long history of trade, a free market system, and a high level of
development in the previous century are generally in the north and west of the continent. They tend to be
wealthier and more stable than countries congregated in the European East and South, even though the gap is
converging, especially in Central and Eastern Europe, due to higher growth rates. The poorest states are those
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that just emerged from communism, fascist dictatorships and civil wars, namely those of the former Soviet
Union and Yugoslavia , excluding Slovenia. Former Western Bloc itself presents some living standards and
development differences, with the greatest contrast seen between Scandinavia Sweden, Norway, Denmark,
Finland and Spain, Portugal, Italy and Greece. List of sovereign states in Europe by GNI nominal per capita
Below is a map of European countries by gross national income per capita.
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Its economic structure relies mainly on services and manufacturing. Within the service sector, the most
important contributors are the wholesale, retail sales and transportation sectors. Manufacturing is the most
important sub-sector within the industry sector. Most of them are family-owned enterprises. Agriculture
contributes the remaining share of total GDP and it employs around 4. As a result, unemployment in the north
is lower and per capita income in higher compared to the south. Italy suffers from political instability,
economic stagnation and lack of structural reforms. Prior to the financial crisis, the country was already idling
in low gear. In fact, Italy grew an average of 1. The global crisis had a deteriorating effect on the already
fragile Italian economy. In , the economy suffered a hefty 5. Since then, Italy has shown no clear trend of
recovery. In fact, in and the economy recorded contractions of 2. Going forward, the Italian economy faces a
number of important challenges, one of which is unemployment. The unemployment rate has increased
constantly in the last seven years. In , it reached The stubbornly high unemployment rate highlights the
weaknesses of the Italian labor market and growing global competition. In , Italy was the second biggest
debtor in the Eurozone and the fifth largest worldwide. It transformed itself from an agricultural country to
one of the most industrialized economies in the world. The force behind the post-war economic miracle was
the development of small- and medium-sized companies in export-related industries. In the following decades,
the economy has had both ups and downs. Being a country with very few natural resources, Italy is strongly
dependent on oil imports. The economy was hit hard by the two oil crises during the s. As a result, it
experienced a stage of stagflationâ€”weak economic growth combined with high unemployment and a high
inflation rate. The economy began to recover in the early s due to the implementation of a recovery plan.
Restrictive monetary policies brought inflation down, while fiscal- and growth-oriented policies reduced
public spending and tightened the budget deficit. Before the s, most of the Italian state-owned companies were
a key drivers of growth. However, in the mids, the state sector started to create distortion in the economy. The
mismanagement of public spending led to a deterioration of public finances and triggered excessive
corruption. A round of privatization was carried out at the end of the s and beginning of the s. The diminishing
role of the state in the economy created more space for private investment. The Euro was officially introduced
into the economy on 1 January Italy was hit by the financial crisis in Since then, the economy has
underperformed. In a bid to face the recession, the government has passed two major austerity packages. The
incumbent government of Matteo Renzi is focusing on mitigating the effects of the financial crisis. His
administration has introduced economic and structural reforms; the most important are the senate reform, labor
reform and electoral law. Following the financial crisis in , Italy, like the other periphery countries,
experienced a sudden stop in private capital inflows as the level of government debt became unsustainable.
Since Italy is part of the Eurozone, it cannot rebalance its current account by adjusting the exchange rate.
TARGET2 replaced the private capital flows with public capital flows and allowed the troubled countries to
run current account deficits and avoid balance of payments crises. This gave Italy the opportunity to gradually
adjust its current account balance. The current account deficit shrank from a 3. This adjustment mainly reflects
a fall in imports while exports performed quite steadily. In addition, private capital flows have increased
lately, as confidence in Italian sovereign bonds has improved. However, a positive balance was not seen until ,
when the country incurred a current account surplus of 1. The main contributor to the surplus was the trade
balance. In fact, in , trade balance incurred a surplus three times larger than in the previous year. One of the
most important pillars of the economy is the production of high-quality products such as in the machinery,
textiles, industrial designs, alimentary and furniture sectors. However, as a country poor in national resources,
its energy and manufacturing sectors are highly dependent on imports. The county recorded trade deficits from
until However, in the last two years, falling imports have helped to turn the balance into positive figures.
Other important export destinations are the United States, with a share of 6. In fact, exports of clothing and
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footwear account for around Other important exports include electronic equipment 5. Since , the country has
experienced anemic growth in merchandise exports of 1. In nominal terms, merchandise exports have
gradually outsized imports, which caused the last two years and to close with a trade balance surplus. Other
imports include machinery Since the financial crisis, merchandise imports have expended at a slower rate on
average than merchandise exports. In fact, in the last six years merchandise imports have grown a meager 0.
Two main austerity packages have been introduced since the crisis started in Regarding structural reforms,
few changes have been made over the years. The government has sought to reform public administration and
public education in an attempt to improve the competitiveness of its human capital. However, the investment
climate remains poor mainly due to its rigid labor laws, high labor cost, inefficient public service and the
judicial system. In a bid to boost growth, he proposed a cut in the income tax with a cost to the government of
around EUR 10 billion. The PM also pledged changes in the judiciary system, public administration and
electoral law. Italy has to keep its deficit below the threshold ceiling of 3. The figure followed an average
deficit of 4. However, the primary balance has registered only one deficit since , and that was in In , the
country reached a primary surplus of 2. The high positive balance was key to improving public confidence. In
, government debt stood at Sovereign debt risk premium surged to record high levels in November More
recently, the European Union has urged the Italian government to advance with economic and structural
reforms due to the excessive macroeconomic imbalances of the country. More decisive monetary policies that
were conducted in the s brought the inflation rate down further. In , the rate fell to 1. The Central Bank of Italy
is completely separated from the influences of the government and has to comply with the rules dictated by the
ECB, which are the same for all the member countries of the union. The main aim of these rules is to protect
the common currency. The Bank of Italy, as part of the Eurosystem, helps to draft the monetary policy for the
Euro area. The primary objective of the Eurosystem is price stability. To achieve price stability, the European
Central Bank controls short-term interest rates. Changes in interest rates accommodate the financial needs of
the banking system. Lately, in June , the ECB reduced the official interest rate and introduced a negative
deposit rate. The impact of these monetary-policy decisions in the Italian economy is expected to be observed
in the short term. However, in , Italy had to devalue the Italian lira by 7. The Bank conducts foreign exchange
operations to keep its foreign currency reserves under control. In order to balance inflows and outflows of
foreign currency without changing the composition of foreign currency reserves, the Bank of Italy buys or
sells foreign currency with market counterparties. Sample Report Get a sample report showing all the data and
analysis covered in our Regional, Country and Commodities reports.
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The market for foreign exchange. Currencies are bought and sold, just like other commodities, in markets called foreign
exchange markets. The world's three most common transactions are exchanges between the dollar and the euro (30%)
the dollar and the yen (20%) and the dollar and the pound Sterling (12%).
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The Euro market is a large market comprising many member nations of EU and facilitates the free movement of goods
and services, in other words efficient trade mechanisms such as low tariffs, quotas etc. are put in place and have a
centralized monetary policy with most of them using a common currency - Euro.

Chapter 8 : Interaction between the euro-currency markets and the exchange markets
The foreign exchange market is dominated by the U.S. dollar, the currencies used by nations in Western Europe (the
euro, the British pound, and the Australian dollar), and the Japanese yen. Currency % Daily Share.
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The economy of Europe comprises more than million people in 50 different countries. Formation of the European Union
(EU) and in , the introduction of a unified currency - the euro brings european countries closer together.
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